
Shown in Max Def Weathered Wood

The Expert’s Choice
LANDMARK® PRO



•  Premium Max Def color palette
•                  for faster installation
•  Lifetime limited warranty
•  15-year                          algae resistance
•  10-year SureStart protection includes:

-  Materials, labor, tear off and disposal cost
•  15-year 110 MPH wind warranty with upgrade  

to 130 MPH available

Shown in Weathered WoodShown in Max Def Weathered Wood

Landmark PRO specifications:

•  Traditional color palette
•                  for faster installation
•  Lifetime limited warranty
•  10-year                          algae resistance
•  10-year SureStart protection includes:

-  Materials and labor costs
•  15-year 110 MPH wind warranty with upgrade  

to 130 MPH available

Landmark specifications:

Introducing    
More 
Value

LANDMARK® PRO LANDMARK®

Landmark® PRO is 
designed specifically 
for the professional 
roofing contractor 
that takes pride in 
providing more to 
their customer. 

Landmark PRO improves upon the reliable  
CertainTeed Landmark shingle.  

We started by adding more weathering asphalt to the industry’s 
toughest fiberglass mat to provide more protection. Then we 
incorporated our Maximum Definition color blend technology to 
give the product more vibrancy on the roof. Included is the proven 
performance of our NailTrak® feature, enabling faster installation. 

Landmark PRO offers the industry’s strongest warranty. Protecting 
your reputation and safeguarding homeowners from manufacturing 
and aesthetic defects.   

LANDMARK PRO STANDARD WARRANTY
• Lifetime Limited Warranty
• 10-years of SureStart™ protection
• 15-year 110 MPH wind warranty (Upgrade to 130 MPH available. 

CertainTeed starter and CertainTeed hip and ridge required.)
• 15-year                          algae resistance warranty

Add it all up and what you get is the opportunity to offer a lot of 
additional value for the money… and today that means more than ever.



NOTE: Due to limitations of printing reproduction, CertainTeed can 
not guarantee the identical match of the actual product color to 
the graphic representations throughout this publication.

Max Def Colors
Look deeper. With Max Def, a new dimension is 
added to shingles with a richer mixture of surface 
granules. You get a brighter, more vibrant, more 
dramatic appearance and depth of color. And the 
natural beauty of your roof shines through.

LANDMARK® PRO COLOR PALETTE

Max Def Black Walnut

Max Def Burnt Sienna

Max Def Cobblestone GrayMax Def Colonial Slate

Max Def Driftwood Max Def Georgetown Gray 

Max Def Heather Blend Max Def Moiré Black

Max Def Resawn Shake 

Max Def Weathered Wood 
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1-1/2"
Nail area 
for low and  
standard 
slopes

Nail area for steep slopes

Avoid nailing 
along this line

Seeing is Believing
The new and improved NailTrak nailing line, featured on 
CertainTeed designer shingles.

Since its introduction in 2004 NailTrak has helped 
contractors install with speed, accuracy, and confidence.  

Now NailTrak is brighter than ever before, with high-visibility 
lines that stand out whether it’s daybreak or dusk.

NailTrak removes the guesswork with three separately 
defined lines, creating a large area to guide your nailing and 
a smaller area for extreme steep-slope applications.

Some nailing lines are set close to the shim. This can leave nail 
heads exposed after installation, which creates unsightly ‘shiners’ 
that reflect light and detract from the beauty of the roof. 

NailTrak is offset from the shim at a distance that helps 
prevent exposed nail heads when the shingles are installed to 
manufacturer specifications.

Designed with installers in mind

Landmark® PRO  
available in areas shown


